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Bridgewood Cabinetry has been 

building premium custom cabinets, 

here in the heartland, for over  

forty years.

visit us at BridgewoodCabinetry.com 
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Your Home, Your Choice

•  A wide range of Door Styles

•  Walnut, Cherry, Maple, Hickory, Oak, 
Knotty Alder or MDF

•  A broad palette of Stained and 
Painted Finishes available with Glaze

•  Era Series - Acrylic and Textured 
Melamine Surface Options

•  Traditional Face Frame or  
European Frameless Construction

•  Accessories to make your space 
function beautifully

Portland , Fog and Downy paint  
Glass doors with Double Bow Mullions
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3”  rails/stiles
11/32”  deep reveal 

7/16”  panel:
solid hardwood/stained
MDF/painted

Deep Shaker

2-1/4”  rails/stiles
1/4”  deep reveal

1/2”  panel:
solid hardwood/stained
MDF/painted

Mission

2-3/4”  rails/stiles
1/4”  deep reveal
1/2”  panel
MDF only
painted finish only

Seamless Shaker

2-5/16”  rails/stiles
1/4”  deep reveal
1/2”  panel
MDF only
White or Boulder finish only

Simple Shaker

Available in Walnut, Cherry, Maple, 
Knotty Alder, Hickory and Oak  
unless otherwise noted.

Cherry and Hickory are also available 
with rustic knots.

Construction is MDF where noted.

DOOR STYLES

3/4”   panel
stained:  
hardwood veneer, composite core 
hardwood edge banding
painted: MDF

Scandia

1/2”  wide edge trim 
1/4”  deep reveal
3/4”  panel,  1”  total thickness
stained:  
hardwood veneer, composite core 
hardwood edge trim
painted: MDF

Cologne

3”  rails/stiles
1/4”  deep reveal

1/2”  panel:
solid hardwood/stained
MDF/painted

Bristol

3”  rails
2-1/4”  stiles
1/4”  deep reveal

1/2”  panel:
solid hardwood/stained
MDF/painted

Tescott

2-1/4”  rails/stiles
1/4”  deep reveal

1/2”  panel:
solid hardwood/stained
MDF/painted

Wheaton
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2-1/4”  rails/stiles

5/8”  raised panel:
solid hardwood/stained
MDF/painted

2-1/4”  rails/stiles

7/16”  panel:
solid hardwood/stained
MDF/painted

Benton Square

Madison

3”  rails/stiles

5/8”  raised panel:
solid hardwood/stained
MDF/painted

Lincoln

2-1/4”  rails/stiles

5/8”  raised panel:
solid hardwood/stained
MDF/painted  
 
wall cabinets only

Benton Brow

3”  rails/stiles with step
1/4”  deep reveal

1/2”  panel:
solid hardwood/stained
MDF/painted

Austin  

4”  rails
3” stiles
1/4”  deep reveal

1/2”  panel:
solid hardwood/stained
MDF/painted

Sterling

3”  rails/stiles
11/32”  deep reveal

7/16”  panel:
solid hardwood/stained
MDF/painted

Portland

3”  rails/stiles
11/32”  deep reveal

7/16”  panel:
solid hardwood/stained
MDF/painted

Embry

3”  rails/stiles
11/32”  deep reveal

7/16”  panel:
solid hardwood/stained
MDF/painted

Manhattan

Available in Walnut, Cherry, Maple, 
Knotty Alder, Hickory and Oak  
unless otherwise noted.

Cherry and Hickory are also available 
with rustic knots.

Construction is MDF where noted.

DOOR STYLES
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GLASS DOORS

MULLION STYLES Glass not included.

DOORS WITHOUT MULLIONS Coordinating profiles for all door styles.  Available in Walnut, Cherry, Maple, Knotty Alder, Hickory, and Oak.  

MDF construction is available on applicable door styles. Glass not included.

6 Lite9 Lite OffsetContinuous  
Double Arch

Double Bow Double XDouble X  
Horizontal

X-Lite

FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED

3”  rails/stiles

7/16”  panel:
solid hardwood/stained
MDF/painted

Kensington

3”  rails/stiles

7/16”  panel:
solid hardwood/stained
MDF/painted

Frisco

3”  rails/stiles

5/8”  raised panel:
solid hardwood/stained
MDF/painted

Easton

3”  rails/stiles

5/8”  raised panel:
solid hardwood/stained
MDF/painted

Andale

4 Lite

Available in Walnut, Cherry, Maple, 
Knotty Alder, Hickory and Oak  
unless otherwise noted.

Cherry and Hickory are also available 
with rustic knots.

Construction is MDF where noted.

DOOR STYLES
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ALUMINUM FRAME 

GLASS DOORS
5 frame profiles

5 frame finishes

7 standard glass options

10 backpainted glass colors  
in matte or gloss 

STANDARD GLASS

satinclear

BACKPAINTED GLASS

aquaarctic silver blushnavymineral slate sandbronzeblackwhite

matte

gloss

low-iron clear low-iron satin bronze clear grey clear mirror

FRAME FINISHES

onyx - black mattegold oil rubbed bronzebrushed stainlesswhite
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Maple’s delicate graining and 

light consistent color make it 

the perfect choice when subtlety 

is desired.

Natural

KoalaShale Java

Warm Gray Caramel

MAPLE

Some glaze/finish combinations  
require samples for customer approval.   
See Bridgewood specification manual for details.

Black Glaze

GLAZE  

Cashew Ginger

Iron

Brown OliveSafari Bourbon

Black Tea EbonyOnyx

Note: Photography is an artistic representation of color tones, but can never reflect the true beauty of wood. 
Always make sure to make your final selection from dealer provided samples.
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Oak is a medium to light colored 

wood with a very defined grain, 

exhibiting the occasional mineral 

streak or pin knot. Oak wood accepts 

stain in all  color ranges from 

light to dark in a very uniform and 

predictable manner.

Natural

KoalaShale Java

Warm Gray Caramel

OAK

FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED

Some glaze/finish combinations  
require samples for customer approval.   
See Bridgewood specification manual for details.

Black Glaze

GLAZE  

Cashew Ginger

Iron

Brown OliveSafari Bourbon

Black Tea EbonyAgedOnyx

Note: Photography is an artistic representation of color tones, but can never reflect the true beauty of wood. 
Always make sure to make your final selection from dealer provided samples.
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Hickory is where beauty and durability 

meet. A dense durable wood with 

defined graining and color patterns 

running from dark to light. It’s the right 

choice for the traditional customer with 

a taste for variety. Also available with 

rustic knots.

Natural

KoalaShale

Warm Gray Caramel

Bourbon

HICKORY

FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED

Some glaze/finish combinations  
require samples for customer approval.   
See Bridgewood specification manual for details.

Black Glaze

GLAZE  

Java

Cashew Ginger

Iron

Brown OliveSafari

Black Tea Ebony

Aged

Onyx

Note: Photography is an artistic representation of color tones, but can never reflect the true beauty of wood. 
Always make sure to make your final selection from dealer provided samples.
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Large open knots reflect the unique 

character and beauty of nature. 

With cinnamon tones that can be 

stained for a wide variety of looks, 

Knotty Alder is perfect for creating 

a rustic look.

Natural

KoalaShale

Warm Gray

Bourbon

KNOTTY ALDER

Aged

FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED

Some glaze/finish combinations  
require samples for customer approval.   
See Bridgewood specification manual for details.

Black Glaze

GLAZE  

Java

Cashew Ginger

Iron

Brown OliveSafariCaramel

Black Tea EbonyOnyx

Note: Photography is an artistic representation of color tones, but can never reflect the true beauty of wood. 
Always make sure to make your final selection from dealer provided samples.
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Cherry's rich intricate grain patterns 

and varied hues have made it a 

staple for fine furniture. Because 

cherry darkens with exposure to light, 

it may take several months for it to 

reach its final patina. Cherry is also 

available with rustic knots.

Natural

KoalaShale Java

Warm Gray Caramel

CHERRY

FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED

Some glaze/finish combinations  
require samples for customer approval.   
See Bridgewood specification manual for details.

Black Glaze

GLAZE  

Note: Photography is an artistic representation of color tones, but can never reflect the true beauty of wood. 
Always make sure to make your final selection from dealer provided samples.

Cashew Ginger

Iron

Brown OliveSafari Bourbon

Black Tea EbonyOnyx
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Walnut is a very stable hardwood with a rich 

appearance. It is generally straight grained 

with rich dark brown heartwood and nearly 

white sap wood. In it’s natural form, the 

difference between the heart and sap wood 

can be quite dramatic. Walnut finishes well 

in color ranges darker than the natural 

color of the wood, which minimize the color 

variations of it’s natural state.  

WALNUT

ShaleBrown Olive

Warm GrayCaramel

FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED

Some glaze/finish combinations  
require samples for customer approval.   
See Bridgewood specification manual for details.

Black Glaze

GLAZE  

Note: Photography is an artistic representation of 
color tones, but can never reflect the true beauty 
of wood. Always make sure to make your final 
selection from dealer provided samples.

Black TeaJava Iron
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ON MAPLE AND MDF

Classic and tailored, or crisp and 

contemporary, the understated  

beauty of a painted finish creates a 

look that’s timeless.  Make a subtle 

statement with neutral tones, 

ranging from white to black.

Snow

Pewter Fog

DownyWhite

Urban Bronze

PAINT

GLAZE  

Coffee Glaze

Pewter Glaze

FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED

Some glaze/finish combinations  
require samples for customer approval.   
See Bridgewood specification manual for details.

Note: Photography is an artistic representation of color tones, but can never reflect the true beauty of wood. 
Always make sure to make your final selection from dealer provided samples.

Accessible Beige WillowBoulder

Naval

Alabaster

Gale Force Tricorn Black
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Suede 
The Suede series features an incredibly smooth, matte surface that is 
designed to absorb light and minimize reflection. This creates a soft 
appearance and touch. The top hardcoat is UV stabilized for long lasting 
color richness and also has excellent scratch resistance and anti-fingerprint 
properties. The subtle tones of the Suede series create rooms with an 
understated elegance and also become the perfect complement when 
combined with the colors and patterns of the other Era series.

Allure & Mirage 
The Allure and Mirage lines feature a highly reflective, mirror finish with 
the most scratch resistant high-gloss acrylic in the market. Color richness 
is enhanced by a UV stabilized top coat for ultimate depth and clarity. The 
impeccable surface consistency is achieved with a clean room lamination 
process. The Allure series features color matched edge banding, while the 
Mirage series has contrasting edge detailing, which creates the effect of an 
inset, brushed metal band or back painted glass.

Linea

The Era series represents the latest surfacing technology and offers a wide range of 
colors,  in high-gloss, matte or linear textured patterns. These distinctive surfaces 
are low-maintenance and scratch-resistant, with high chemical and stain resistance, 
to withstand the demands of hardworking spaces.

Premium architectural surfaces on engineered panels, the Era series is available as 
slab doors and drawer heads. Close tolerances and tight reveals are achieved with 
the dimensional stability of these materials.

The edges of most doors and drawer fronts are finished with hot air applied edge 
banding, producing a seamless appearance, with no glue lines. 

Linea 
High definition, structured melamine panels feature European trend-setting 
designs and deliver the look and feel of real wood along with the durability 
and reliability of premium engineered material. Linea patterns are offered 
with optional grain orientation to create different design effects.

Linea Pure HorizontalLinea Pure Vertical

Era SERIES

FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED

Designer White Cortez Lodge Oak Silverton Weathered Oak Vail Cottage Oak Basalt Black

Allure

Mirage

Pure White

Allure

Mirage

White

Allure

Mirage

Soft White

Allure

Mirage

Grey

Allure

Mirage

Dark Grey Black

Allure

Mirage

Pure White White Cream Pebble Beige Stone Black
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RANGE HOODS

CAMBRIDGE  
CHW series  

ELEVATION 
E series with simple moulding

GEORGETOWN 
G series

CAMBRIDGE  
C series with stainless baffle base option

FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED

The right range hood can create 

a beautiful and functional focal 

point in your kitchen. Available in 

Walnut, Cherry, Maple, Hickory, 

Knotty Alder, Oak and MDF, with 

the stained and painted  finishes 

shown on pages  12-25. CAMBRIDGE  
CHW series with horizontal bead

GEORGETOWN 
GRA series

CAMBRIDGE  
CSL series

MADISON 
M series with shelf and corbels

CAMBRIDGE  
CPL series with horizontal bead

SPRINGFIELD 
S series
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ORGANIZERS

A. Dispensa base pullout

B. Dispensa pullout pantry

C. Base cabinet pullout with adjustable wood shelves

D. Blind corner, two-shelf, wire pullout with solid bottom 

E. Blind corner, door mount pullout with walnut  
dovetail drawers

F. Wall  filler pullout with adjustable wood shelves

G. Fioro pullout storage system

H. Lavido pantry system

I. Base pullout utensil organizer with adjustable  
wood shelf 

J. The Cloud, two-tier,  blind corner pullout

K. U-shaped, undersink pullout with solid bottom shelf

L. Full depth, undersink pullout with solid bottom shelf

M. Maple, kidney-shape, corner lazy susan shelf

N. Orion gray, kidney-shape, corner lazy susan shelf 

O. Wood, kidney-shape,  corner lazy susan shelf

B.

G. H.FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED

A.

C.

I.

E.

J.

L.

K.

F.

M.

N.

D.

O  .
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FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED

ORGANIZERS

A. Single,  top mount, waste container.  
Maple dovetail construction. 

B. Double, top mount, waste containers.  
Maple dovetail construction. 

C. Quad, top mount, wood, recycle centers.  
Maple construction. 

D. Single, bottom mount, waste  container.  
Walnut dovetail construction.

E. Double, bottom mount, waste containers.  
Walnut dovetail construction.

F. Single, undermount, waste container.  
Powder coated wire frame in silver. 

G. Double , undermount, waste containers.  
Powder coated wire frame in silver,. 

H. Double Legrabox waste container.  
Legrabox frame with wooden insert.  
Frameless cabinets only.

I. Single Legrabox waste containers.  
Legrabox frame with wooden insert.  
Frameless cabinets only.

G.F. H.

B.A  .

E  .

I.

C. D.
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ORGANIZERS

FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED

A. B.
C.

D.

B.

A.

C.

C.

A.   Double knife block drawer insert 

B.    Spice organizer drawer insert

C.   Utensil organizer drawer insert.  
Available in two configurations. 

Drawer inserts are easily trimmed  
and designed to be used individually 
or combined in any configuration  
to fit your needs. Available in walnut 
or maple with UV cured finish. 

D.   Charging Drawer with two 120V 
receptacles, two 2.1 amp USB ports 
and an integrated cord guide.  
Maple construction with shock 
adsorbent mat and soft-close slides.

Elegance and refined style 
with the convenience of pre-
configured sets of drawer 
accessories. From silverware 
to spice pots and coffee pods, 
in a matter of minutes, you 
can permanently and elegantly 
reorganize everything you want 
to keep within arms reach. 
Select from a wide array of 
configurations optimized to 
perfectly suit your needs. 

STRAIGHTLINE  
Walnut Drawer Accessories

Dublin

San Francisco Denver

Boston

Portland

Moscow

MilanPhiladelphia

Cairo
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Face Frame  CONSTRUCTION
Traditional cabinet construction, with the face of the cabinet box 
reinforced with a  3/4” thick solid hardwood frame.  The face frame   
adds structural rigidity and  is finished to match the cabinet door. 

Frameless  CONSTRUCTION
European style cabinetry, constructed with no  face frame,  
eliminating any wasted space created by face frame offsets.  
Frameless construction  allows  full access to  interior cabinet space.

•  3/4” thick hardwood face frame
•  1/2" thick sides, back and floor
•  3/4” thick, full depth shelf

•  3/4” thick sides and floor
•  1/2" thick back
•  3/4” thick, full depth shelf

CONSTRUCTION CONSTRUCTION OPTIONS

DRAWER BOX OPTIONS

A.   5/8” solid wood drawer box with dovetail joinery

B.   5/8” solid wood drawer box with furniture finished dovetail joinery

C.   5/8” solid walnut drawer box with dovetail joinery 

D.   Blum Legrabox, metal drawer box   (available on frameless cabinets only)

•  Face Frame or Frameless construction

•  Furniture-quality particle board construction with woodgrain pattern interior

•  Furniture-quality particle board construction with white interior

•  Plywood construction with UV finished interior

Door HInge

Soft close 

Concealed 

6-way adjustment 

Lifetime Warranty

Drawer Slide 

Full extension 

Undermount  

Soft close   

Lifetime Warranty

FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED

D.

B. C.A.
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Bridgewood was founded in 1974 on the belief 
that dreams and lives are built on faith, hard 
work and fair dealing.  Over the years, our founder 
has proven time and again that these beliefs are 
undeniably true.  This magic recipe of dreaming 
dreams, overcoming challenges and playing a 
part in building the lives of employees, dealers 
and customers who have welcomed our products 
into their homes for the last 45 years has lead to 
a legacy of service to others that we are proud to 
call our own.

What began as a part time operation to build 
tables for a local recreational vehicle manufacturer 
has evolved into a second generation family 
business dedicated to bringing some of the finest 
semi custom cabinetry available anywhere to 
American homes everywhere.  At Bridgewood we 
believe that life is best lived in service to others 
and we look forward to serving you.

FA

MILY OWNED

AND  O P E R AT ED
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visit us at BridgewoodCabinetry.com 
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